
C reate your very own personal holiday programme with our choice of carefully chosen excursions! Each excursion is a 
highlight in itself: from tours through metropolises, trips through impressive landscapes to action and fun-filled excursions. 
In many cities you have the opportunity to visit the country and its people with your own personal guide and driver.

We have compiled the excursion programme in conjunction with well-known, local agencies. We arrange the excursions and they 
are implemented by the local agencies, which are the excursion organisers, and thus also your contractual partners. Your A-ROSA 
excursion team has tried every excursion. They have explored the cities, the surroundings, museums and castles themselves to 
provide you with the best experiences so you can look forward to a variety of excursions that will make your holiday unforgettable. 
The excursions for your cruise can be found on the following pages.

In order to provide you with a better overview of the various options, we have divided our excursions into six categories: Bike, 
Discovery, Adventure, Family, Exclusive and Gourmet tours. Each is assigned the corresponding symbol. 

We wish you an enjoyable time on shore! Your A-ROSA Team.

Excursion programme as of 02/2024, subject to change.

A-ROSA EXCURSION CATEGORIES EXCURSION AGENCIES

LEVELS OF DIFFICULTY

 EASY 
An excursion for everyone. For the most  
part, you`ll travel by bus or other means of 
transport. There are only short, easy walks.

 MODERATE 
The excursion includes longer walks, some  
of which involve cobblestones or stairs. Pure 
city walks also fall into this category.

 ADVANCED 
Longer city walks or easy hikes are part of  
the excursion. A certain basic level of fitness 
is required. 

 SPORTIVE 
Whether hiking or cycling, these excursions 
require good physical condition, stamina  
and dexterity.

DISCOVERY TOURS
City tours, city walks or sightseeing tours.

BIKE TOURS
Guided bike tours for an energetic way to explore the
region.

GOURMET TOURS
Sample regional specialities directly from the producers.

EXCLUSIVE TOURS
Individual and private excursions by van or car with driver
and/or private guide.

ADVENTURE TOURS
Themed tours or excursions with unusual forms of trans-
portation.

FAMILY TOURS
Exciting and interactive excursions for young and old.

GLOBUS TOURS GmbH
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EXCURSIONS 



Rouen

Discover Rouen with your own English-speaking
guide. Although Rouen was heavily destroyed in
the Second World War, it has preserved its old
half-timbered buildings and churches, making it
more like an open-air museum. Experience the
entire history of the port city 120 km upriver and
stroll through the picturesque old town.

Price: � 399,00 | Duration: approx. 02:30 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online.

DISCOVER ROUEN ON A PRIVATE TOUR -
ENGLISH-SPEAKING PRIVATE TOUR GUIDE
FOR UP TO 5 PEOPLE

B

Discover Rouen with your own people carrier for
up to 5 people. Drive through the historic city
with its imposing churches and picturesque old
town. Experience the port city 120km upriver
and customise this trip to your liking.

Price: � 529,00 | Duration: approx. 02:30 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online.

EXPLORE ROUEN INDIVIDUALLY - PRIVATE
PEOPLE CARRIER WITH DRIVER FOR UP TO
5 PEOPLE

A
Although Rouen was heavily damaged in the
Second World War, most of its old half-timbered
buildings, paved streets and churches were
rebuilt. Today, Rouen will remind you of an
open-air museum rather than a city. The city of
the 100 church spires - as it was called by Victor
Hugo - sadly gained notoriety in 1431 when
Joan of Arc was burned at the stake in the
middle of the market square. Experience the

entire history of the harbour city during this
guided walking tour.

Price: � 29,00 | Duration: approx. 02:30 h

ROUEN CITY WALK

B

Discover Rouen with your own English-speaking
guide. Although Rouen was heavily destroyed in
the Second World War, it has preserved its old
half-timbered buildings and churches, making it
more like an open-air museum. Experience the
entire history of the port city 120 km upriver and
stroll through the picturesque old town.

Price: � 399,00 | Duration: approx. 02:30 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online.

DISCOVER ROUEN ON A PRIVATE TOUR -
ENGLISH-SPEAKING PRIVATE TOUR GUIDE
FOR UP TO 5 PEOPLE

B

Discover Rouen with your own people carrier for
up to 5 people. Drive through the historic city
with its imposing churches and picturesque old
town. Experience the port city 120km upriver
and customise this trip to your liking.

Price: � 529,00 | Duration: approx. 02:30 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online.

EXPLORE ROUEN INDIVIDUALLY - PRIVATE
PEOPLE CARRIER WITH DRIVER FOR UP TO
5 PEOPLE

A
In the north of France, in the heart of
Normandy, you will find the Parc du Bocasse
family park. Come along on our excursion for

FUN DAY AT PARC DU BOCASSE
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the whole family! Experience exciting
attractions, a wide variety of rides and magical
discoveries in the 4D cinema. Enjoy an
extraordinary day for young and old.

Price: � 149,00 | Duration: approx. 07:30 h |
Takes place only on the following cruises:
18/07/, 25/07/, 01/08/, 08/08/ 15/08/, 10/10/

B
An exciting cycling tour through the historic city
of Rouen. Impressive cathedrals, medieval half-
timbered houses and a picturesque old town
await you. This truly is a very special city tour.

Price: � 49,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h |
Note: Distance: approx. 15 km

IN THE FOOTSTEPS OF JEANNE D'ARC

D

On the approximately one-and-a-half-hour drive,
let your tour guide get you in the mood for the
enchanting Côte d'Albâtre, a jewel of the French
coast, and the charming coastal town of Étretat.
Once in Étretat, a short walk will take you
directly to Le Clos Lupin, the former residence of
the famous French writer Maurice Leblanc. Take
a guided tour of the house, which is now a
museum. Omnipresent in Étretat are the
towering chalk cliffs, which have been captured
in countless paintings by famous artists.
Afterwards, spend your free time drifting
through the town or strolling along the beach
promenade before returning to the ship full of
picturesque impressions.

Price: � 99,00 | Duration: approx. 05:00 h

CÔTE D'ALBÂTRE, ÉTRETAT & LE CLOS
LUPIN
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Fall in love with French cuisine, just like David
Görne. Enjoy a culinary highlight in a class of its
own. Watch chef David perform his impressive
culinary skills and enjoy a 6-course gourmet
menu. His regional dishes are clever and
innovative, which has earned him a Michelin star
as well as a Green Michelin star for
sustainability. But David is not only a chef, but
also a sommelier. He is looking forward to
accompanying your culinary highlights with the
matching wines.

Price: � 699,00 | Duration: approx. 06:00 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online. Available from April to October

A CULINARY HIGHLIGHT WITH DAVID
GÖRNE IN THE MANOIR DE RETIVAL - A
PRIVATE EXPERIENCE FOR UP TO 2 PEOPLE

B

Get to know the life and habits of the alpacas in
Normandy at first hand. After a 30-minute drive,
you will arrive at the alpacas. First, you will
receive various information about the gentle
creatures and how to guide them properly
during the walk. After getting to know your
alpaca, you are ready to go. Enjoy the calm
nature of the alpacas and a relaxed walk.
Afterwards, it's time to say goodbye to your
newly won fluffy friends.

Price: � 999,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online. Available from April to October

ALPACA HIKE THROUGH THE NORMANDY -
A PRIVATE EXPERIENCE FOR UP TO 6
PEOPLE

C
The River Seine, monasteries and nature - you
can experience all of these aspects while cycling
through Normandy. An athletic bike tour
through wonderful scenery and the endless
open spaces of Normandy.

Price: � 54,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h |
Note: Distance: approx. 35 km

EXPERIENCE NORMANDY UP CLOSE

D

Immerse yourself in the charm of this
enchanting little town, known for its historic
architecture and picturesque riverside
promenades. The route takes you through the
charming alleyways of the old town, past
medieval half-timbered houses and cosy cafés.
Be enchanted by the flair of times gone by as
you explore the cobbled streets and enjoy the
view of historic churches such as the Notre
Dame. Your knowledgeable tour guide will
introduce you to the fascinating history of these
historic sites and give you an insight into local
life.

Price: � 25,00 | Duration: approx. 01:30 h

CITY WALK THROUGH CAUDEBEC-EN-
CAUX

B

Situated directly on the mouth of the Seine in
the English Channel, Honfleur has become one
of the most charming towns in Normandy. After
a stroll through the cosy alleyways and along the
harbour, you will visit a Calvados distillery and of
course enjoy a little tasting. Afterwards you will
continue on the 'Flowery Coast' to Deauville. This
prestigious seaside resort dates back to Charles
de Morny - a half-brother of Napoleon III, who
in just four years in the mid-19th century
created a seaside resort with neo-Roman villas, a
race course and railway connections to Paris. In
the beginning of the 20th century, luxury hotels
and casinos were added and the international
reputation grew. During a little bus tour along
the Atlantic you can marvel at these stately
buildings.

Price: � 89,00 | Duration: approx. 06:00 h

ALONG THE CÔTE FLEURIE TO HONFLEUR
AND DEAUVILLE
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Caudebec-en-Caux



Les Andelys

Cycle with us through the heart of Normandy.
Discover the enchanting scenery on the way to
Boisment. The highlight: a cider tasting at Le
Pressoir d'Or.

Price: � 49,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h |
Note: Distance: approx. 23 km

BIKE TOUR THROUGH THE HEART OF
NORMANDY

D

High above, the impressive ruins of Château
Gillard watch over Les Andelys, or more precisely
Le Petit Andely. As Les Andelys is plural and
consists of the two districts Le Petit Andely
directly on the water and Le Grand Andely a
little further inland. Immerse yourself in the
exciting stories that this place has in store for

you and explore Petit Andelys with the St. Savior
Church.

Price: � 0,00 | Duration: approx. 01:30 h |
Note: This excursion is included on your cruise

WALKING TOUR LES ANDELYS - INCLUDED
EXCURSION

B
High above, the impressive ruins of Château
Gillard watch over Les Andelys, or more precisely
Le Petit Andely. As Les Andelys is plural and
consists of the two districts Le Petit Andely
directly on the water and Le Grand Andely a
little further inland. Immerse yourself in the
exciting stories that this place has in store for
you and explore Petit Andelys with the St. Savior
Church.

Price: � 25,00 | Duration: approx. 01:30 h

WALKING TOUR LES ANDELYS

B
Vernon

Would you like to find out more about the life
and work of the famous impressionist in Monet's
garden? With your private tour guide, you can
experience the garden in much greater depth
and admire further impressionist masterpieces in
the Musée des Impressionism in Giverny. This
tour will be a special experience in the footsteps
of Monet.

Price: � 699,00 | Duration: approx. 03:00 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online.

EXPLORE MONET'S GIVERNY INDIVIDUALLY
- A PRIVATE EXCURSION FOR UP TO 6
PEOPLE

A

Have you been inspired during your tour
through Monet's garden? Then bring your own
impressionistic masterpiece to the canvas! Our
art expert and artist from Vernon will show you
how. Of course, you can take your own painting
home with you to have a lasting memory of this
unforgettable experience.

Price: � 799,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h |
Note: This excursion is only bookable on request.
We recommend that you make a reservation
online.

WORKSHOP ABOUT IMPRESSIONIST
PAINTERS FOR UP TO 6 PEOPLE

A
The village Giverny has gained worldwide fame
thanks to a man who lived here for over 40 years

MONET'S GARDEN AT GIVERNY
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of his life - Claude Monet. The paintings of the
famous water lilies in his own pond, as well as
the flower meadow behind his house, have
become impressionistic masterpieces. Today, his
former residence is home to a museum. With
many exhibitions displaying impressionistic
works of art from around the world, Giverny
remains a Mecca of the Impressionists, many of
whom lived here at least partly around the end
of the 19th century. You will visit Monet’s
garden and residential house and have plenty of
time to let the spirit of the little town sink in.

Price: � 45,00 | Duration: approx. 03:00 h

B

Discover the picturesque countryside of
Normandy with us during this cycling tour and
learn about the beautiful garden of Claude
Monet, the master of Impressionism.

Price: � 49,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h |
Note: Distance: approx. 22 km

BIKE TOUR TO GIVERNY AND CLAUDE
MONET'S GARDEN
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HISTORY AND NATURE: THE 
CHÂTEAU DE LA ROCHE-GUYON

Discover one of the most famous gems along the 
Seine, the Château de la Roche-Guyon. 
Majestically perched above the river, it offers 
breathtaking views. Step back in time within its 
ancient walls. At the foot of the château is the 
magnificent three-hectare garden, lovingly 
restored to its original 18th-century layout. The 
castle is still inhabited by the La Roche Foucault 
family. Round off your tour with a short stroll 
around the town before returning to the ship.

Price: � 69,00 | Duration: approx. 03:30 h | 
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Le Pecq

TRANSFER TO PARIS CITY CENTRE  
LWant to explore the centre of Paris 

on your own? Then let's go! We'll take you by 
bus to the centre near the Champs Élysées and 
pick you up again later.

Price: � 35,00 | Duration: approx. 04:00 h | 
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